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A Microfluidic Multisize Spheroid Array for Multiparametric
Screening of Anticancer Drugs and Blood–Brain Barrier
Transport Properties
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Physiological-relevant in vitro tissue models with their promise of better

predictability have the potential to improve drug screening outcomes in

preclinical studies. Despite the advances of spheroid models in

pharmaceutical screening applications, variations in spheroid size and

consequential altered cell responses often lead to nonreproducible and

unpredictable results. Here, a microfluidic multisize spheroid array is

established and characterized using liver, lung, colon, and skin cells as well as

a triple-culture model of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) to assess the eects of

spheroid size on (a) anticancer drug toxicity and (b) compound penetration

across an advanced BBB model. The reproducible on-chip generation of 

spheroids of five dimensions on a well-plate format using an integrated

microlens technology is demonstrated. While spheroid size-related IC values

vary up to % using the anticancer drugs cisplatin (CIS) or doxorubicin

(DOX), reduced CIS:DOX drug dose combinations eliminate all lung

microtumors independent of their sizes. A further application includes

optimizing cell seeding ratios and size-dependent compound uptake studies

in a perfused BBB model. Generally, smaller BBB-spheroids reveal an %

higher compound penetration than larger spheroids while verifying the BBB

opening eect of mannitol and a spheroid size-related modulation on

paracellular transport properties.
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. Introduction

The costs of drug development increase
exponentially, starting at the late stage of
preclinical testing using in vivo models
followed by lengthy clinical trials.[ ] In ad-

dition to the increased financial burden, the
majority of initially identified compounds
with potential health benefits are steadily
eliminated during clinical phase periods

one, two, and three. This high drug failure
rate in the pharmaceutical development cy-
cle has mainly been attributed to the lack of
predictability in the early preclinical phase

testing using standard in vitro and in vivo
models. Similar situations have also been
reported by other industries that regularly
develop new chemicals for consumer use,
including cosmetics, agro-food, and con-

sumer goods.[ ] To improve the predictabil-
ity of preclinical in vitro models, recent
eorts of pharmaceutical companies are
based on implementing complex D biolog-

ical systems such as multicellular spheroid
and organoid technologies. Since multicel-
lular spheroid systems are able to mimic
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human (patho)physiologies, they are considered a promising al-

ternative to bridge the gap between preclinical tests and in vivo
outcomes by eliminating unsuitable agents early on.[, ] As a
result, the application of multicellular spheroid systems in in-
dustrial settings can potentially lead to significantly lower phar-

maceutical development costs by shortening development time,
providing meaningful and representative test results. [ ]

Despite the many potentials of using multicellular spheroid
systems as advanced in vitro models, including ) more predic-
tive and reproducible toxicity and ecacy tests, ) early exclusion

of drug candidates in the drug development pipeline, ) the
possibility to perform substance testing on relevant human
disease models, and ) a reduction of animal studies, thus
following the R principle (e.g., replacing, reducing, refining

animal testing), [ ] some distinct limitations still remain. The
main drawback of using complex multicellular spheroid systems
in the drug development process is the lack of standardization
and harmonization across the industry leading to significant
variations in spheroid morphologies, [,] cell numbers and ratios

used, medium compositions, and cultivation/assay times, [ ]

which essentially eliminates a meaningful comparison between
dierent end-users and laboratories. Recently, we have shown
that spheroid age variations and lack of reproducible uniformity

impact the outcome of drug delivery and ecacy studies, [ ] thus
preventing the integration of this promising technology into
mainstreamdrug discovery pipelines. It is important to highlight
that the generated size of multicellular spheroids, which ranges
in the hundreds of microns in diameter (e.g.,  to  m),

can be considered a primary critical parameter that influences
gradient distributions of oxygen, growth factors, nutrition (e.g.,
sugar, peptides, proteins), ions, and pH as well as guiding the
elimination of metabolic wastes inside the spheroid, thus tissue

size heavily impacts all aspects of cellular functions.[–] Taken
into a pharmaceutical context, the alteredmass transport proper-
ties in dierently sized spheroids further modulate penetration,
distribution, and retention of drugs directly and impact spheroid
(size-related) drug response. [ ] As an example, larger tumor

spheroids are known to display higher chemoresistance due to
i) increased contact-mediated resistance, ii) exclusion of drugs,
and iii) their content of proliferating and hypoxic cells resulting
from more pronounced nutrient and oxygen gradients. [, ]

Additional reports indicated spheroid size-related biological ef-
fects such as altered protein production as albumin secretion, [ ]

amount of cancer stem cell accumulation in tumor spheroids, [ ]

shifts in dierentiation pattern in human embryoid bodies, [ ]

as well as cell-type-specific tissue stiness variations (e.g., loose
vs tight cell aggregates).[ ]

To date, a number of methods for multicellular D spheroid
generation exist, including nonadhesive surfaces, [,] spin-
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ner flasks,[ ] scaold supports,[ ] acoustic tweezers,[ ] hang-

ing drops,[,] microwells,[–] as well as various microfluidic
devices.[,] Among these, only the hanging drop technology
and microwell-based methods combined with precision fabri-
cation techniques such as lithography, D-printing, and com-

puterized numerical control milling can achieve homogenous
spheroids with controllable sizes.[ ] Despite their ability to gen-
erate uniform spheroid sizes, these techniques are highly labo-
rious and, at times, technical challenging, thus limiting their
scalability. Alternatively, in recent years, microfluidics technol-

ogy has been used to produce chip designs capable of control-
ling spheroid size and growth dynamics.[,–] Unfortunately,
most microfluidic spheroid technologies still lack automatic gen-
eration and cultivation of D spheroids as well as the formation

of dierent-sized spheroids on a single chip-platform, which is
needed to account for size-dependent compound toxicities, drug
responses, and biological phenomena. Consequently, to meet the
growing demand for medium-throughput and high-contentmul-
ticellular spheroid systems, next-generation microfluidic devices

need to oer ) optimal tissue culture conditions including tight
control of medium composition and gas exchange, ) simple and
robust cell loading procedures, ) parallel spheroid production
of dierent sizes, and ) dynamic medium perfusion as well

as ) simple operation with reproducible tissue maintenance.[ ]

To address these challenges, we have developed a microflu-
idic multisize spheroid array capable of culturing D multicel-
lular spheroids with high reproducibility in medium-to high-
throughput formats using a wide range of dierent tissue types.

In this study, we demonstrate the reliable and reproducible
generation of  multiple-sized spheroids on a single chip and
the formation of  spheroids on a “microtiter plate”-based
platform layout as shown in Figure S (Supporting Informa-

tion). To ensure medium-throughput capability, gravity-driven
perfusion is selected, whereby flow velocities are adjusted by an
embedded flow restrictor in combination with tilting angle and
speed of a conventional laboratory rocker. Additionally, medium

reservoirs are arranged at a  mm pitch to be compatible with
standardmultichannel pipettes for -well microtiter plates. The
microfluidic multisize spheroid array shown in Figure A is
therefore comprised of three main components: i) six microflu-
idic culture channels in a standard -well plate footprint each

containing  individual microwells with five diameters of ,
, , , and  m, ii) perfusion connectors incorporated
into the cover layer that interconnect the inlets and outlets of the
channels with medium reservoirs and air bubble traps, and iii)

a pair of medium reservoirs for each culture channel that can
be filled using a multichannel pipettor to enable straightforward
and simple cell seeding as well as facile retrieval of supernatant
and cellular material. A rendered cutaway of the platform is
seen in Figure S (Supporting Information) and shows the

dierent microfluidic layers, which are constructed using soft
lithography from polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS). The main fea-
ture of the microfluidic multi-sized spheroid array highlighted
in Figure B, however, is the integration of dierent-sized mi-

crowells of defined semispherical geometry capable of reliably
trapping increasing cell numbers. Spontaneous cell aggregation
within  hours is accomplished by surface modification using
a biocompatible low-adhesive -(methacryloyoxy)ethyl phospho-
rylcholine (MPC) polymer. Initial performance evaluation of
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Figure . A) A cutaway rendering of the microfluidic spheroid array showing six microfluidic channels, each containing  spheroids with five dierent
sizes and respective medium reservoirs, which can be addressed by multichannel pipettes. B) Workflow of parallel on-chip spheroid generation within
 h.C) Overviewof the establishedcell model systems, including spheroid tumormodels andDBBBmodels for pharmaceutical screening applications.
Arrows indicate diusion of anticancer drugs or active and passive transport across the BBB in vivo and on the chip.

our microfluidic multisize spheroid array biochip includes a
comparison of morphometric and metabolic parameters using
four dierent well-established cancer and noncancerous cell

lines cultured under continuous perfusion for  d. Practical ap-
plications of the microfluidic multicellular spheroid technology
involve a) an anticancer screening approach and b) a blood–brain
barrier drug penetration study as outlined in Figure C. Here,
we demonstrate that our multisize spheroid platform is compat-

ible with the standard software and hardware of a high-content
live-cell imaging system by analyzing spheroid size, morphology,
cellular activity, hypoxia levels, transport of fluorescent-labeled
compounds, and drug-dose responses.

In summary, our study focuses on the establishment of a vari-
ety of in vitro spheroid-based spheroid models used i) to optimize
cell culture conditions, including seeding densities and coculture
cell ratios, ii) to evaluate two clinically relevant anticancer drugs
for therapy optimization studies and iii) to investigate active and

passive transport across the blood–brain barrier. Thus, our mi-
crofluidic multisize spheroid array closes a critical technological
gap, enabling rapid and easy production of spheroids of defined
size and cell types.

. Results and Discussion

.. Identification of Best Microwell Dimensions for the
Formation of Multisized Spheroids

Although cell trapping in microcavities is by far the most pop-
ular technique to generate spheroids in microfluidic devices,

this approach results in high variability of spheroid quality,
thus hindering standardization and comparability. To evaluate
whether a specific geometric feature allows precise control over

the formation of reproducible, uniformly sized and single mul-
ticellular spheroids of defined dimensions, various well shapes
and geometries were investigated. In total, five geometries with
varying dimensions as shown in A, including flat-bottomFigure 
wells (cylinder of  and  m depth), spherical caps, elliptic

paraboloids, and hemispheres were evaluated on their ability to
generate uniform spheroids reproducibly. After  d postseeding,
the total number of individual spheroids formed, spheroid
roundness, center-to-center distance, and size controllability

of HepG spheroids were compared using bright-field micro-
graphs as depicted in Figure B (see also Figure S, Supporting
Information). Results of this comparative study are shown in
Table , indicating that only hemispherical dimensions using
a microlens design fostered the formation of single spheroids

in every microwell diameter (total of  wells). In contrast,
wells with sharper or flatter curvatures and cylindrical shapes
revealed a higher probability of multiple spheroid formations
in each cavity, thus decreasing accuracy. These results clearly

eliminate flat-bottom shapes and favor round-bottom shapes
to ensure reliable formation of a single spheroid within each
well. To assess the influence of round-bottom microwell shapes
on the quality of spheroid morphology in more detail, each
spheroids’ roundness was determined using cylinders ( and

 m depth), a spherical cap, and a hemisphere shape. Results
reveal that both the hemispherical- and the spherical cap-shapes
generate highly reproducible, round HepG spheroids in each
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Figure . A) Cross-sections of CNC milled microwells of dierent geometries, including hemispherical microlenses, spherical caps, elliptic paraboloids,
and cylinders. B) Bright-field micrographs of HepG spheroids after three days of on-chip cultivation. Scale bar,  m. C) Optimization of microwells
by evaluating the controllability of HepG sizes in terms of dierent microwell geometries, n = – SD. Statistical analysis was performed using the±

mixed-eects analysis (**p < ., ***p < ).

well diameter, exhibiting an overall roundness factor of . ±

. and . ., respectively. In contrast, spheroids located±

in flat-bottom cylinder shapes with depths of  and  m
exhibited decreased roundness with factors of . .,±

. . for each respective shape. Additionally, spheroids±

formed in elliptical paraboloid-shaped wells revealed comparable
roundness factors of hemispherical and cap-shaped wells only

at wider polar angles of ° and °. Interestingly, with an
increasing polar angle, a reduction in roundness below . was
observed. It is important to note that only spheroids with a
roundness above . are considered as regular spherical-shaped

spheroids as described in literature.[ ] This means that both of
the cylindrical shapes generated irregular, noncircular HepG
spheroids.
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Table . Optimization of microwells by evaluating a number of spheroids per well, spheroid roundness, and spheroid center-to-microwell center-
distances. Data are expressed as mean value SD for± n = . Underlined values are considered as the most optimal shape parameter.

Parameter Hemispherical Spherical cap Elliptic paraboloid Cylinder  m Cylinder  m

Spheroid number per well
(optimum: .)

 . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . .± . ± ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . .± . ± ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . .± . ± ± ± ±

Roundness per well [AU]

(optimum  .)

 . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . .± ± . ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . .± ± . ± ± ±

 . . . . . . . . .± ± . ± ± ±

Center-to-center distance per
well [m] (optimum =  m)

 . .± . . . . .± ± . . ± ± .

 . . .± . ± . . . . . .± ± ±

 . . . . .± . ± ± . ± . . ± .

 . .± . ± . . . . . .± ± ± .

 . .± . ± . . . . . .± ± ± .

Final microfluidic microwell array evaluation involved reliable

localization of spheroids and size control measures, which are
essential aspects for automation, signal processing, and image
analysis in medium- to high-throughput screening applications.
Whileflat bottom layouts yielded the highest center-to-center dis-
tances (e.g., from  m to  m in  m cylinders), hemi-

spherical wells showed the lowest center-to-center variationswith
distances of . ., . ., . ., . ., and± ± ± ±

.± . m from the largest ( m) to the smallest ( m)
cavity. Based on the results above, only hemispherical, spherical

cap, and elliptic paraboloid shapes were evaluated for spheroid
size controllability in subsequent experiments. Results in Fig-
ure C demonstrate that only hemispherical cavities/microwell
shapes are able to reliably generate spheroids of increasing sizes
in a linear fashion exhibiting diameters of . ± ., . ±

., . ., . ., and .± ± ± . m. In turn, el-
liptical paraboloid- and spherical cap-shaped cavities resulted in
an irregular and less controllable spheroids formation (no linear
increase and correlation). In summary, our highly optical, trans-

parent hemispherical microwell design based on “microlens” di-
mensions is ideally suited to generate spheroids of defined sizes,
geometric features, and similar locations within a microfluidic
spheroid array.

.. Characterization of Dynamic Culture Conditions Using a

Bidirectional Hydrostatic Flow

Supply and continuous perfusion of cell culture medium were

achieved by gravity-induced bidirectional fluid circulation us-
ing an automated tilting motion of the microfluidic multisized
spheroid array, as shown in A. Some advantages of thisFigure 
pumpless-flow strategy are the ability i) to adjust flow profiles by

modifying the tilting angle and speed, ii) to reduce bubble forma-
tion, and iii) to reproduce pulsating nature of blood circulation,
as depicted in Figure B. Since gravity-driven perfusion results in

Table . Experimental versus in silico dataof maximum flowrates asa func-
tion of tilting angles at a constant frequency of  rpm. Data are expressed
as mean value ± SD for n = .

Tilting angle
Flow rate
[L min− ] ° ° ° ° °

Experimental . ± . . . . . . .± . . ± ± ±

Simulation . ± . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± .

rapidflowprofile changeswithin themicrochannel network,flow
restrictors are additionally embedded underneath each medium
reservoir to increase the hydraulic resistances of the microfluidic
channel, thus passively controlling flow velocities. To estimate
fluid velocities and shear forces of the continuous bi-directional

microfluidicflow under dierent operating conditions, computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and experiments were
performed. Initially, flow rates (at a period of  s) were deter-
mined in silico to assess three dierent gravity-flow protocols us-

ing a fixed tilting angle of ° in the presence of increasing tilting
speeds. Results of our fluid dynamics study are shown in Fig-
ure B, where reproducible net flow rates of ., ., and . L
min− were estimated using tilting speeds of , , and  rpm, re-
spectively. An additional increase of pulsation rates from . to

. Hz yielded maximal flow rates ranging from . to  L
min−. To validate these computational results, fluid column
heights in the reservoirs were measured at defined tilting angles
to calculate hydrostatic pressures and resulting flow velocities. As

an example,Table  shows no significant dierences of simulated
versusmeasuredflow rates at increasing tilting angles and afixed
tilting speed of  rpm, which points to the ability to reliably con-
trol flow velocities between . . and .± ± . Lmin−.
It is important to note that this elevated flow regime provided ho-

mogenous distribution of cell suspension during cell loading and
trapping in microwells and eciently removed nontrapped cells
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Figure . A) Tilting schemes of the microfluidic spheroid array system by gravity-driven flow. B) Flow profiles at tilting speeds of , , and  rpm at a
fixed angle of °. C) Flow velocity and D) shear stress at a constant tilting speed of  rpm at a tilting inclination angle of ° in spheroid culture channels.

in the antiadhesive coated microchannel network. To further es-
timate generated flow rates and shear forces present inside the
cavities where spheroids reside, additional CFD simulationswere
performed. Results of D CFD simulations (see Figure C,D) re-

veal a % to % reduction influid velocity of .± . ms−

in themicrowells and a shear stress reduction to .± .mPa (at
a tilting angle of ° and  rpm). Moreover, fluid streamlines fully
enveloped the entire spheroid without indication of turbulences,
thus pointing at an ecient medium turnover inside the growth

compartment, as shown in Figure S (Supporting Information).
Notably, microwell flow velocity and shear stress increased to
.± . m s− and .± ±.mPa as well as . . m
s− and . ± . mPa with rising tilting frequencies of  and

 rpm, when keeping tilting angle constant (data not shown).
These results demonstrate that pumpless gravity-driven flow is
able to tune flow velocities inside the cavities and spheroids,
which is needed to identify optimum cell culture conditions.

.. On-Chip Generation of Multitissue Spheroids and

Characterization of Linear Size-Control Strategy

Since dierences in tissue types and growth can result in in-

consistent assessments between multiple spheroid cell-line cul-
tures, initial testing of seeding densities is crucial to describe
the cell type-specific behavior regarding spheroid size and cel-
lular growth. One important aspect of those evaluations is the
capability to assess direct relationships between initial cell seed-

ing concentrations and spheroid sizes as well as linear spheroid
size separation to ensure a broad range of dimensions on one
chip. To evaluate spheroid growth rates in terms of diameter and
spheroid size separation under continuous bidirectional perfu-

sion, a panel of standardized cancer cell lines and human fibrob-
lasts were recorded over a  d incubation period. Figure  shows
measured spheroid diameters after  d in culture using lung,
liver, colon, and skin cell cultures in the presence of increasing

seeding densities to shed light on the relationship between ini-
tial cell seeding concentrations and spheroid sizes. Interestingly,
cell type-dependent spheroid diameters were already obtained af-

ter  d in on-chip culture ranging from a minimum to a maxi-
mum diameter of .  . m to . . m for lung± ±

(A), . . m for liver (HepG),± ±. m to 
. . m for colon (Caco-) and .± ±. m to . ±

. m to . . m for skin (NHDF) spheroids. This±

means that by varying initial cell seeding densities a) an extensive
range of spheroid sizes can be reliably generated, and b) cell line-
specific growth dierences can be readily evaluated using ourmi-
crofluidic multisize spheroid array. For instance, looking at lung

A spheroid growth rates revealed that smaller spheroids ex-
hibited a substantially larger size change over a  d cultivation
period of % in  m diameter wells than the % size ex-
pansion obtained with spheroids grown in  m diameter

wells (see also Figure S, Supporting Information). In turn, liver
(HepG) and colon (Caco-) spheroids exhibited a well diameter-
independent increase of size of approximately % and %,
respectively. In contrast to lung and colon epithelial cells, der-
mal fibroblast spheroids showed a tendency to get more compact

over time where spheroid diameters in , , , , and
 mwells decreased by . .%, . .%, .± ± ± .%,
. .%, respectively.± ±.%, and .
As a first practical application of the microfluidic multisize

spheroid array, a seeding density optimization study was con-
ducted using a one-way ANOVA and linear regression analy-
ses to evaluate growth dierences between the dierent tissue
spheroid models. Initial ANOVA results showed significant dif-
ferences among all evaluated seeding densities with calculated

p p p-values between < . and < ., which pointed at a
reliable spheroid generation of  spheroids in all chips. Next,
optimal seeding protocols for increasing well sizes were evalu-
ated on day three using linear regression analysis. Table  lists

the calculated R-values of each replicate value that indicate a
linear trend with increasing seeding densities. This means that
optimal seeding densities in terms of statistical significance and
spheroid-to-well linearity were obtained at concentrations of  ×

 cells mL− for HepG, Caco-, and NHDF spheroids as well

as  ×  cells mL− for A spheroids. As a consequence of
these results, the above-optimized seeding protocols were used
for all subsequent experiments. Interestingly, individual slopes
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Figure . Analysis of spheroid diameters of A) A, B) HepG, C) Caco- and D) NHDF spheroids at dierent initial seeding densities after  d
postseeding under continuous perfusion in the microfluidic spheroid array device, n = – ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using mixed-eects
analysis (* ., *** ., ****p < ., **p < p < p < .).
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Table . Linear regression analysis and goodness-of-fit (R) values of gen-
erated sizes after  d postseeding of A, HepG, Caco-, and NHDF
spheroids in respect to initial seeding densities Statistical significance of
respective slopes was determined by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).
Data are expressed as mean value SD for± n = . Underlined values are
considered as the most optimal seeding density.

Seeding density [cells mL− ]

Cell line . ×  . ×  . ×  . ×  . ×  . × 
p-value of
slopes

A . . . . . . .P <

HepG . . . . . . .P <

Caco- . . . . . . .P <

NHDF . . . . . . .P =

of the spheroid size separation can be tailored by simply adjust-

ing initial seeding densities, thus enabling on-demand spheroid
size generation depending on initial seeding densities and mi-
crowell sizes.

.. Multiparametric Monitoring of Multitissue Spheroids
On-Chip

Using the above-optimized cell seeding densities for the five tis-
sue types, time-resolved images of individual spheroids were
taken to investigate morphology changes, esterase activity shifts,
and hypoxia occurrence in the next set of experiments (see Fig-
ure A).To validate the spheroid quality of generated lung (A),

colon (Caco-), liver (HepG), and skin (NHDF) spheroid cul-
tures according to optimized seeding protocols, spheroid area,
perimeter, roundness, and solidity were tested in detail to deter-
mine cell-type-specific morphological dierences. Results in Fig-

ure B show significant changes of spheroid areas among pre-
sented cell lines andmicrolens diameters in the range from .
to .mm and a direct proportional linear decrease with well di-
ameter for A, Caco-, and HepG spheroids. In turn, NHDF
spheroids showed no significant area change in all microwell

sizes. In the next step, individual spheroid perimeters were de-
termined to quantify spheroid surface structure and smoothness.
Here, significant variations in the topographic structures were
found between all four cell lines, where Caco- cells revealed the

most unregular morphologies as indicated by perimeters in a
range of . .mm. Interestingly, A lung andHepG liver±

cells displayed similar perimeters of . . and .± ± .mm,
respectively. Similar results were obtained in other well dimen-
sions too. An alternative to size-related spheroid quality param-

eter, roundness and solidity of spheroids determines the ability
to form tight well-defined round cell aggregates. Results shown
in Figure B indicate the absence of significant roundness and
solidity dierences for all cell lines, thus pointing at the gener-

ation of stable and reproducible spheroids for various cell lines
and tissue types.
To demonstrate that the platform’s capability of performing

functionalfluorescent-based assays in a size-and cell type-specific

manner, we next monitored time-resolved changes of esterase
activity and hypoxia levels on-chip. A panel of the previously
characterized cell lines was cultivated and evaluated on-chip

with metabolic indicators using calcein-AM as an intracellular

esterase-activity sensing solution and a reversible fluorogenic hy-
poxia reagent that responds to the low oxygen environment in
the cell. Due to the high permeability of calcein-AM, no size-
dependent dierences in intracellular esterase activity were de-

termined, except for Caco- cells at day three ( .), asP =

shown in Figure C. However, dierences in overall fluorescence
intensity values, thus esterase activities, were cell-line specific
with significantly lower levels observable for Caco- cells com-
pared to the other cell lines. In detail, A, HepG, and NHDF

spheroids showed mean intensities of . ., . ., and± ±

. . kAU after  d postseeding respectively, in contrast to±

significantly lower ( .) signal levels of Caco- spheroidsP <

of . ± . kAU. In addition, identification of time-dependent

metabolic activity variations was also achieved. For example, after
incubation for  d on-chip, calcein intensity changes were only
significantly elevated inNHDF spheroids, while constantfluores-
cent values were monitored for epithelial cell lines. These results
correlate to reported variations in calcein-AM and consequently

intracellular esterase activities for dierent cell lines.[ ]

Final spheroid quality evaluation involved the investigation
of hypoxic conditions for a cultivation period of  d on-chip.
Results shown in Figure D reveal the presence of hypoxic

conditions in all spheroids after a  d cultivation period. High
hypoxia signals of . . kAU were already detected at day±

 for primary fibroblast spheroids, followed by a % increase
in hypoxia to fluorescent intensity of . ± . kAU at day
. The parallel increase of metabolic activity in the presence

of hypoxia signals confirms the reported stimulating eect of
hypoxia on dermal fibroblasts during wound healing.[–] In
contrast, epithelial tumor spheroids exhibited significantly lower
hypoxic condition levels in all spheroid sizes ( .) ofP =

. . kAU, . . kAU, and . . kAU for A,± ± ±

HepG, and Caco- spheroids respectively, after  days post-
seeding. Even though cancer spheroids had the highest spheroid
diameters, none of the investigated models showed hypoxia on
day three, indicating higher hypoxia resilience than primary

fibroblasts. Considering that healthy lung alveoli face approx-
imately – mmHg of pO in contrast to a healthy colon,
which is normoxic below tenmmHg pO ,

[ ] these dierences in
metabolism and susceptibility toward hypoxia are not surprising

and described as a response of cell models to in vitro culture con-
ditions. Summarizing these results, we demonstrated that our
microfluidic spheroid array system is capable of performingmul-
tiparametric prescreenings of critical spheroid parameters (as

morphology, metabolic activity, and hypoxia) that are ultimately
revealing cell type-, spheroid size-, and time-specific dierences.

.. Spheroid Size-Dependent Tissue Diusivity and Toxicity of
Anticancer Drugs

In the next set of experiments, the eects of anticancer drug treat-
ment scenarios on increasing spheroid sizes were evaluated to
assess toxicity shifts resulting from diusion-limited drug pene-
tration. As a practical example, doxorubicin (DOX), a well-known

anticancer drug (e.g., lung and ovarian cancers), was employed to
assess the ability of the microfluidic multisize spheroid array to
study size-dependent drug resistance of growing solid tumors.
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Figure . A)Representative bright-field andfluorescent micrographs to evaluatemorphology, intracellular esterase-activity, andhypoxia during cultivation
of spheroids in the microfluidic array. Scale bar,  mm. B) Morphometric analysis of area, perimeter, roundness, and solidity of A, HepG, Caco-
, and NHDF spheroids with dierent sizes, n = ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using the one-way ANOVA (*p < ., **p < .,
*** , ****p < p < .). C) Calcein and D) Hypoxia fluorescence intensities of the four cell lines at day  and  postseeding on-chip of dierent
sizes, as indicated in each graph, n = ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA and Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparisons test
(*p < ., **p < ., *** ., ****p < p < .).
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Initially, multisized lung cancer spheroids (A cell line) were

treated over  h with the autofluorescent drug DOX to determine
time-resolved diusion. Results shown in Figure A (see also
images in Figure S, Supporting Information) reveal i) a Gom-
pertzian growth at a DOX concentration of  × − , ii) a

continuous exponential growth at  × − , and iii) a linear in-
crease at  × − . Additionally, significant lower signals were
observed for  × − DOX in larger spheroids, thus verifying a
size-dependent diusion barrier resulting in increasing diusiv-
ities over time of . . kAUh± − in  m, .± . kAUh−

in  m, . ± . kAU h− in  m, . ± . kAU h− in
 m and . . kAU h± − in  m wells ( .).P <

Overall, diusivity results considering all DOX concentrations
and spheroid dimensions indicated an indirect proportional cor-

relation between spheroid size and drug transport.
Since drug combinations are often used in cancer therapy, the

synergistic eects of doxorubicin (DOX) and cisplatin (CIS) med-
ications are investigated on-chip to identify the optimal concen-
tration ratio for, e.g., lung cancer treatment. To evaluate a po-

tential application of the microfluidic multisize spheroid array
for cancer therapy optimization studies, dose-depended eects
of CIS and DOX combinations, multisized A spheroids were
stainedwithHoechst and ethidium-homodimer- and imaged af-

ter  h of drug exposure. Spheroid viabilities were calculated
as the ratio of cell nuclei to dead cells (see Figure S, Support-
ing Information) using background-subtracted images. Results
in Figure B show obtained size-dependent drug dose relation-
ships of CIS and DOX. Interestingly, at higher CIS concentra-

tions of — × −, smaller sized-spheroids such as  m
diameter displayed higher drug sensitivity than  mdiameter
spheroids, while higher DOX concentrations resulted in similar
toxicities independent of each spheroid size. Additionally, calcu-

lated Hill slopes from the sigmoidal dose–response curves sug-
gest faster cellular responses to increasing CIS concentrations
(e.g., Hill slope of -. and -.) than DOX (e.g., Hill slope of -
. to -.). Furthermore, a size-dependent comparison of IC

values (see Figure S, Supporting Information) between larger

(e.g., .. ., . .,  ., .± ± ± ± . m)
and smallest (e.g., . ± . m in  mwells) A lung
cancer spheroids revealed that a . to .-fold higher CIS and
a . to .-fold higher DOX concentration is needed to reach a

% inhibition of spheroid viability, thus confirming the influ-
ence of spheroids size on drug response. To finally evaluate the
ability of themicrofluidicmulti-size spheroid array to accomplish
therapy optimizations, the eect of combinatorial drug concen-

trations on increasing tumor sizeswas investigated to identify the
best CIS:DOX ratio capable of eliminating all tumor spheroids
independent of their sizes. Results in Figure C are represented
as a heat map to better visualize A spheroid viabilities in the
presence of reciprocal CIS:DOX mixtures. Remarkably, only in

the presence of .– × −  CIS and – × −  DOX
mixtures, size-independent anticancer eects were obtained for
all spheroid sizes. All other drug combinations resulted in size-
related toxicity variations, as shown in Table S (Supporting In-

formation). It is important to highlight that spheroid sizes sig-
nificantly impact toxicities in the presence of the pure drugs CIS
and DOX even at high concentrations of  × − , while the
synergistic combinatorial eect of CIS:DOX ratio (: × −)

Table . Linear regression analysis and goodness-of-fit (R ) values of gen-
erated sizes of BBB spheroids after six days postseeding, including human
primary astrocytes (hA), human primary pericytes (hP), and immortalized
hCMEC/D (BEC) in a ratio of :: in respect to initial seeding densities.
Statistical significance of respective slopes was determined by analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA). Data are expressed as mean value ± SD for n = .
Underlined values are considered as the most optimal seeding density.

Seeding densities [cells mL− ]

BBB triple-culture . ×  . ×  . ×   × 
p-value of
slopes

hA:hP:BEC (::) . . . . .P =

eectively eliminates tumor spheroids using reduced drug con-
centrations (e.g., factors of  for CIS and  for DOX).

.. Spheroid Size-Dependent Compound Penetration across an
Advanced D Blood–Brain Barrier Model

Since compound permeability across biological barriers consti-
tutes an important aspect in the pharmaceutical drug develop-
ment process, an advanced D blood-brain barrier (BBB) model
was established on-chip to monitor brain-penetrating drugs. Al-

though altered BBB functions are observed in several diseases of
the central nervous system, little is known about possible tissue
size-dependent eects on barrier function, which could severely
limit the reproducibility of current in vitro spheroid models.[ ] A
scheme of the microfluidic spheroid triple-culture consisting of

human brain endothelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytes is shown
in Figure C (right panel). The major advantage of the Dmodel
over commonly used in vitro models, including, e.g., transwells,
is based on direct cell–cell contact allowing increased cell-to-cell

interactions, which, in turn, leads to enhanced BBB integrity.[ ]

Thus, cell numbers, ratios, and sizes may influence barrier
function. To investigate the ability of the microfluidic multisized
spheroid array to reliably induce the formation of BBB spheroids,
human primary astrocytes (hA) and human primary pericytes

(hP) were cultivated with immortalized hCMEC/D (human
cerebral microvascular endothelial cell line D; BEC). Initial
cell density optimization was conducted using a ratio of ::
(hA:hP:BEC) to evaluate the generation of D BBB spheroids

on-chip under continuous perfusion for  d postseeding. Results
in Table  show reliable production of multisize spheroids
using seeding densities above  ×  cells mL− with optimal
size-linearity at  ×  cells mL− (P= ., R = .). The
results further highlight the ability of the microfluidic platform

for cell culture optimization studies. To confirm the spontaneous
formation and structural organization of dierent-sized BBB
triple-cultures on the microfluidic spheroid array, each cell type
was pre-labeled with cell labeling fluorescent dyes to visualize

human astrocytes, human pericytes, and BECs, as shown in
Figure S (Supporting Information). As observed in previous
studies,[,] astrocytes were mostly located in the spheroid
core, covered by hP, and surrounded by an endothelial cell layer
indicating directed self-organization of all three cell types within

dierently sized spheroids.
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Figure . A) Monitoring of on-chip A spheroid penetration of  × −,  × −, and  × − doxorubicin (DOX) over a cultivation period
of  h, n = ± SD. B) Dose-response relationships of CIS and DOX treated A spheroids of dierent sizes (generated in , , , , and
 m microwells) in the spheroid array chip for  h using a dye exclusion assay (Hoechst; cell nuclei and ethidium homodimer-; dead cells), n =

– ± SD. Statistical analysis of respective CIS and DOX concentrations was performed using the mixed-eects model. (* ., ** .,p < p <

*** ., ****p < p < .). C) Combinatorial on-chip drug screening of CIS and DOX in correlation to untreated controls after  h exposure of
A spheroids of various dimensions, n = – ± SD. Corresponding fluorescent micrographs of treated dierent-sized A spheroids of CIS:DOX for
 h to screen drug toxicity by staining cell nuclei (Hoechst; blue) and dead cells (Ethidium homodimer-; red). Scale bar,  mm.
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Table . Ecient Permeability Pe of BBB spheroids of dierent sizes and cell ratios after  and  h of cultivation with × − FD. Data are expressed
as mean value ± SD for n = .

Ecient permeability P e (
– cm s−)

 m  m  m  m  m
BBB seeding ratio
(hA:hP:BEC)  h  h  h  h  h  h  h  h  h  h

:: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± . . ±

:: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ± . . ± ± . . ± ± . . ±

:: . . . . . . . . . .± . . ± ± . . ± ± . . ± ± ± . . . .± ±

.:.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± . . ±

:: . . .± . . . . . . . . . . . .± ± ± ± ± ± ± . . ± ±. . .

In the next set of experiments, BBB spheroids were formed
with varying hA:hP:BEC cell ratios (e.g., ::, ::, ::,
.:.:, ::, and ::) and sizes to investigate the influence
of spheroid size and respective cell ratio on active and passive
transport mechanisms (see also Table S, Supporting Informa-

tion). Interestingly, control experiments using astrocytes and
pericytes as coculture caused single-cell artifacts on the bottom
of the microwells (see Figure SA, Supporting Information),
indicating that pericytes, by themselves, lack the ability to align

on the surface of astrocytes showing their intrinsic function to
mediate between brain endothelium and astrocytes.[,,] As
a result of our BBB spheroid study (see A), the robustFigure 
generation of a multisized spheroid triple-culture BBB model
on-a-chip was demonstrated since the presence of dierent cell

ratios showed no significant size variations independent of the
employed hA:hP:BEC ratio. For instance, hA:hP:BEC ratios of
::, ::, ::, and .:.: (with a total seeding density
of  ×  cells mL− ) resulted in the generation of . ±

. m and . ± . m in  m and  m diameter
hemispherical wells. In turn, significantly smaller spheroid
sizes were obtained in the presence of single-cell type spheroids
(hA:hP:BEC ratio of ::) despite similar cell seeding densities,
thus indicating the impact of cell-to-cell interaction on spheroid

growth and size. Additionally, significant dierences in spheroid
size-dependent well diameter were found at all cell ratios as well
as the generation of single round BBB spheroids (as shown in
Figure SB,C, Supporting Information).

In the next step, time-resolved compound accumulation in
spheroids of increasing sizes and six dierent cell type ratios
was investigated for a period of  h following exposure to  ×

−  kDa FITC-dextran (FD). As an example of this compar-
ative study, Figure B shows representative high-resolution im-

ages of a single cell culture chamber containing  multisized
BBB spheroids at a cell ratio of :: (hA:hP:BECs) after  h of
FD exposure (see also Figure SD, Supporting Information).
Fluorescent intensity profile analysis of spheroid cross-sections

revealed apparent size-dependent fluorophore accumulation be-
havior, where FITC–dextran levels gradually decrease towards the
spheroid core in the presence of larger spheroids (above  m
diameter wells). Results of all applied seeding ratios and sizes are
shown in Figure C, exhibiting size-dependent FD compound

accumulation following a  h exposure. In summary, indepen-
dent of spheroid size, hAmonoculture spheroids showed signifi-
cantly higher FD fluorescence intensities in a range of .–.

kAU compared to hA:hP:BEC triple-cultures, indicating the ab-
sence of a functional cell barrier in hA-spheroids. Additionally, a
general size-related transport eect was revealed, suggested by
a . .% lower FD accumulation in large triple-culture±

spheroids in  mwells than in smaller spheroids in  m

wells. Large BBB spheroids with a :: cell ratio constituting the
highest total number of endothelial cells ( ×  cells mL−) ex-
hibited a distinct barrier integrity with a low FD signal of .±
. kAU,which was also reflected in the ecient permeability co-

ecient of . . ± × – cm s− after  h of FD incubation
(see Table ). Remarkably, when shifting the ratio to .:.:,
containing the lowest total cell numbers of pericytes (. × 

cells mL−) and brain endothelial cells (. ×  cells mL−),
but the highest astrocyte fraction (. ×  cells mL− ), results

still showed low permeability of . . ± × – cm s− , which
underlined the influence of each cell type on barrier properties
and revealed the importance to prescreen optimal BBB spheroid
models for, e.g., compound uptake studies. Furthermore, these

results are in line with reported FD permeability coecients of
other BBB models.[,]

In order to analyze barrier integrity in more detail, dierences
in localization and continuity at the spheroid’s outer rims of tight
junction-associated protein zonula occludens- (ZO-) were in-

vestigated by immunofluorescence staining of histological sec-
tions (see Figure D). Large triple-culture spheroids generated
in  mhemispherical wells showed increasing ZO- localiza-
tion and thickness proportional to endothelial cell content. Ad-

ditionally, small spheroids ( m) displayed weaker and more
discontinued ZO- signals correlating with the elevated FD per-
meability. As expected, hA spheroids with no endothelial bar-
rier were void of ZO- signal at the outermost spheroid surface
with the highest FD permeability values. Overall, results of our

microfluidic -spheroid array indicate that identification and
pre-screening of barrier properties prior high-throughput test-
ing should be performed multiparametric since parameters as
spheroid size or cell-composition alone fail to provide conclusive

evidence concerning transport properties and best performing
BBB models.
Final practical evaluation of the microfluidic multisize

spheroid array involved the investigation of spheroid size-related
eects on FD accumulation in the presence of the BBB opening

agent mannitol, which has been exploited as a drug and thera-
peutic agent delivery system for facilitating the entrance of ther-
apeutic biologics into the brain.[ ] Results of FD accumulation
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Figure . A) Spheroid diameters at the same total cell numbers and dierent seeding ratios of hA, hP, and hCMEC/D after  d postseeding, n =

– ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using the mixed-eects model. B) Fluorescence plot profiles of  kDa FITC-dextran (FD) treated dierent-
sized BBB spheroids after one hour, seeded at a cell ratio of ::. Scale bar,  cm. C)Mean fluorescence intensities of triple-culture spheroids of dierent
sizes and cell ratios after  h of cultivation with  × − FD, n=– SD. Statistical analysis was performed using Dunnett’s multiple comparisons±

test. (* ., *** ., ****p < ., **p < p < p < .). D) Immunofluorescence staining of tight-junction associated protein ZO- (orange)
of large ( m) and small ( m) BBB spheroids of various cell seeding ratios. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar,  m.
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studies are shown in Awhere a clinically relevant manni-Figure 

tol concentration (e.g., . ),[,]was applied as an indicator of
barrier integrity loss in our BBB-chip model. For instance, a com-
parable FD signal increase of . to .-fold was observed in all
spheroid samples independent of the used cell ratios after a four-

hour incubation period, thus confirming the barrier opening ef-
fect of mannitol. However, mannitol treatment of triple-culture
spheroids resulted in an indirect proportional increase of FD ac-
cumulation with decreasing spheroid size. Inmore detail, a size-
dependent variation in FD accumulation exhibiting an increas-

ing mean FD signal fold change relative to untreated control of
. ., . ., . ., . ., and .± ± ± ± ± . was observ-
able in smaller BBB spheroids sizes. Additional time-resolved
FD accumulation tests using largest ( mwells) and small-

est BBB spheroids ( m wells) were conducted to assess pas-
sive uptake kinetics of untreated and mannitol-treated spheroids
of varying cell ratios as shown in Figure B. Generally, smaller
spheroids revealed . .% significantly higher FD sig-±

nal intensities in mannitol-treated triple-culture spheroids than

larger ones (e.g., .%) and untreated spheroids of similar sizes
(.%). In contrast, astrocyte monoculture spheroids showed
comparable fluorescence signals in both sizes during mannitol
treatment, confirming the absence of BBB endothelium. Further-

more, results of treated spheroids showed similar FD transport
kinetics in accumulation of . .% and . .% with± ±

brain endothelial (hA:hP:BEC) ratios of :: and .:.:, while
increased uptake levels of . .%, .± ± ±.%, and .
.%were observed in spheroids consisting of smaller BEC frac-

tions of ::, ::, and ::, respectively. Similar phenomena
could also be observed after washing spheroids with PBS (w/wo
mannitol) to monitor FD eux. For instance, after × PBS, FD
signals in larger spheroids remained stable in treated and un-

treated spheroids at :: and .:.: ratios, in contrast, man-
nitol treated spheroids of ::, ::, and :: fractions showed
significant signal reductions relative to control of . .%,±

. ., and . .%, respectively. Interestingly, smaller± ±

spheroids revealed a higher signal decrease for all cell ratios in
the presence of mannitol versus untreated control of approxi-
mately %. Overall, these paracellular tightness studies not only
verify the barrier opening eect of mannitol in triple-culture BBB
spheroids based on astrocytes, pericytes, and brain endothelial

cells but also highlight a spheroid size-relatedmodulation on pas-
sive, paracellular transport properties.
In the last set of experiments, active transport of compounds

into our advanced D BBB model was investigated. Here,

spheroids were treated with the potent P-gp inhibitor verapamil,
which is known to inhibit eux of the P-gp substrates rho-
damine and doxorubicin,[, ] to examine eux pump activ-
ities of multisized BBB spheroids. Results in Figure E show
compound accumulation by measuring fluorescence intensities

found in the spheroid cores of increasing sizes and dierent cell
ratios as an indicator of active eux of rhodamine (RHO),
doxorubicin (DOX), and kDa FITC-dextran (FD) in the absence
and presence of verapamil. An eective inhibition of the eux

pump activities in verapamil-treated multisized spheroids was
found independent of the cell ratios, resulting in an increased
accumulation compared to FD of .%–.%of the P-gp sub-
strates RHO and .%-.% in DOX-treated multisized, triple-
culture BBB spheroids. In contrast, monoculture spheroids indi-

cated enhanced spheroid core accumulation, shown by a .%±

.% increase of RHO and . .% of DOX in correlation±

to FD. These results showed that verapamil did not aect FD
uptake, verifying an eective blockade of the ABC transporter
and enabling an increased transcellular accumulation of RHO

and DOX. In turn, DOX accumulation was mainly unaected
by verapamil treatment in the largest triple-culture spheroids,
while little increase of fluorescence signals was found in smaller
spheroids. This underlines that a spheroid size-dependent active
compound accumulation was observed with clear dierences in

RHO, DOX, and FD uptake rates in the largest triple-culture
spheroids ( mwells) of . in comparison to small-P =

est spheroids ( m wells). These findings strongly suggest
that RHOaccumulation in triple-culture spheroidswas enhanced

at all seeding ratios and spheroid sizes due to treatment with ve-
rapamil, while DOX accumulation was mainly observed in small
spheroids, thus highlighting the importance of uniform spheroid
dimensions and cellular ratios for BBB compound uptake stud-
ies. Therefore, the perfused BBB spheroid chip model represents

a scalable cell culture tool due to the simplicity of the approach to
establish Daggregates and the capability to screenmultiple BBB
spheroid architectures for studying drug transport mechanisms
on a single device.

. Conclusion

Current D spheroid methodologies generate spheroids that vary
in size, morphology, and complexity. This leads to challenges in
obtaining standards concerning culture and assay protocols as
well as output data for any given cell type and tissue model.[ ]

Next-generation spheroid technologies, therefore, need to ensure
higher reproducibility, multiparametric analysis, compatibility of
readout techniques, and better automation, to establish standard-
ized and validated in vitro D tissue models with improved qual-

ity, consistency, and predictive capacity. To address these short-
comings, we designed, fabricated, and tested a microfluidic chip
system capable of reliably generating a large number of spheroids
of defined sizes, which can be readily integrated into pharmaceu-
tical workflows. Overall, the device is easy to operate, robust, and

potentially compatible with other technologies, such as robotic
pipetting, live-cell imaging, plate readers, and laboratory tilting
platforms.
To date, the majority of commercial and academic approaches

for spheroid generation are still based on static culturing condi-
tions such as ultra-low attachment plates (e.g., Aggrewell plates)
or -hanging drop systems. Recent studies have shown that
microfluidic technology has contributed significantly to spheroid
research by addressing the deficiencies of static methods such

as variable spheroid diameters, laborious handling, high reagent
consumption, and better recapitulation of the in vivo microenvi-
ronment. Even though perfused spheroid culture platforms have
been developed over the last decade,[ ] these microfluidic de-

vices have not entered the market yet. This can be attributed to
extensive operational know-how requirements, the lack of scale-
up and parallelization possibilities as well as limited throughput
of the devices (e.g.,  or  spheroids on one plate).[, ] Here,
our plug-and-play microfluidic multispheroid array in well-plate

format shows great potential to enable user-friendly, medium-
to-high-throughput microfluidic prescreening (e.g., culture
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Figure . A) Accumulation fold change of  kDa-FITC dextran (FD) of mannitol treated BBB spheroids at various cell ratios and sizes in correlation to
untreated controls after h of incubation. Statistical analysiswas performedusing one-wayANOVA, ., ***n= ± SD(*p<., **p< p< .,
****p< .). B) Time-resolved FD intensity profiles of largest ( m) and smallest ( m) BBB spheroids during incubation of treated ( . +

mannitol) and untreated BBB spheroids, n = ± × SD. C) Eects of  − P-gp inhibitor verapamil on fluorophore accumulation of  × −
 kDa FITC–dextran,  × − rhodamine,  ×  − doxorubicin after  h of incubation in BBB spheroids in correlation to untreated control
without verapamil, n = ± SD. Statistical analysis of significance between fluorophore accumulation at each spheroid size was performed by one-way
ANOVA (* ., *** ., ****p < ., **p < p < p < .).
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establishment and optimization) and screening applications

(e.g., anticancer drug testing) of up to  spheroids. The pre-
sented system also allows the stacking of multiple plates on a lab-
oratory rocker platform, permitting an easy scale-up of spheroid
production and cultivation on-chip. This extent of parallelization

constitutes amajor improvement of throughput compared to cur-
rently reported microfluidic spheroid systems and is competitive
to other mid-to-high-throughput plates. Another feature of per-
fused systems is that spheroids can be cultured in a dynamic
micromilieu to better recapitulate the native tissue environ-

ment by controlling continuous flow and shear stress, improving
spheroid function, and long-term cultivation performance. [– ]

A significant advantage includes the parallel production of 
spheroids of five dierent sizes by applying only one cell density

in a single pipetting step in contrast to numerous dilution series
and laborious pipetting procedures that are necessary for tradi-
tional well-plate cultures. Consequently, the presented approach
enables direct monitoring of spheroid size eects under various
treatment scenarios on a single device, with minimum user ma-

nipulation avoiding needless pipetting errors and excessive de-
mand of expensive culture media or test reagents. Furthermore,
the presented microfluidic technology facilitates a direct auto-
mated and reproducible control of spheroid size andmorphology

under continuous perfusion with relative standard deviations of
% or less in a diameter range between  m and  m.
Nonetheless, a current drawback of our novel microfluidic
spheroid array is that manual delamination of the reversible seal-
ing and pooling of spheroids for proteomic/genomic end-point

detection is still necessary. Since this time-consuming step is
not feasible for automation, future design considerations include
one-channel/one-size and one-chip/one-size strategies, which al-
low single-step harvesting/pooling procedures for more in-depth

functional analysis of a uniform-sized sample population. Sub-
sequently, any combination of four microfluidic spheroid array
inserts can be used on a microplate-format and adapted to the
specific research question and analytical requirements.

Overall, the results of our multisized spheroid study verified
an apparent size-dependent eect of compound penetration, tox-
icity, and uptake. Chemotherapeutic drug transport and its up-
take by tumor cells are strongly dependent on solid tumor prop-
erties, especially size, representing a crucial parameter for drug

sensitivity. [–] Here, we demonstrated size-dependent trans-
port kinetics of the fluorescent drug doxorubicin, known for its
high ecacy in lung and ovarian cancers, [–] using A lung
cancer spheroids. The impact of spheroid size was demonstrated

by significant IC dierences up to % in a single treatment
regime in A lung cancer spheroids. Next, the synergistic ther-
apeutic eect of cisplatin, [,] a DNA synthesis inhibitor, and
doxorubicin,[,] known to inhibit the topoisomerase II (TOP)
pathway, was demonstrated by identifying the ideal ratio and

minimum concentrations needed to overwhelm the cellular re-
pair mechanisms in tumor spheroids. This combinatorial ther-
apy aspect is particularly critical,[–] since both DOX and CIS
exhibited severe side eects and drug resistance in clinic. [ ]

As a final practical example, compound permeability in BBB
spheroidswas screened to study BBB spheroid size eects on bar-
rier function. [ ] During the past years, dierent D BBB models
and approaches have been established tomimic the BBB’s biolog-
ical niche by assembling spheroids with a range of distinctive ra-

tios of hAs, hPs, and BECs into a BBB like model.− [,,] For the

first time, successful integration of triple-culture BBB spheroids
into a microfluidic setup as well as a parallel screening of BBB
spheroid size eects on self-organization and compound trans-
port was demonstrated, representing a novel approach for future

experimental design strategy optimizations. Initially, the influ-
ence of seeding densities and cell ratios on BBB spheroid sizes
and compound diusivity was evaluated in our work to establish
an improved and reliable BBB model. Additionally, the penetra-
tion enhancer mannitol, which is applied in, e.g., glioblastoma

patients inducing the opening of endothelial tight junctions to
allow the passage of chemotherapeutics that normally cannot en-
ter the parenchyma,[,] was used to demonstrate spheroid size-
dependent paracellular transport kinetics. The results indicated

significant dierences in larger and smaller spheroids indepen-
dent of the employed cell ratios during mannitol treatment. The
inhibition of the P-gp eux pump using verapamil further re-
vealed increased accumulation of RHO and DOX in our BBB
model with the exemption of smaller spheroids, where increased

DOX accumulation was recorded, thus highlighting the impor-
tance of size for the optimization of BBB properties.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the compatibility, usability,

and throughput of a microfluidic platform to produce and mea-

sure complex multisized spheroids, accelerating optimization
and screening protocols of an advanced in vitro model and ul-
timately increase predictive accuracy in basic and preclinical
biomedical research.

. Experimental Section

Microfluidic Multisize Spheroid Array Fabrication: The microfluidic
spheroid array chip was fabricated by double-casting of polydimethyl
siloxane (PDMS). The master mold, including microwells and channel
structures, was manufactured in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) by
CNCmicromilling (Denz-Biomedical, Austria). PDMS (Sylgard  Silicon
Elastomer, Farnell, Austria) was mixed with the curing agent in a weight
ratio of :. The polymer was degassed in a vacuum chamber for  h,
poured onto the PMMA structure, and baked for  h at  °C. The structure
was peeled o from the PMMA matrix subsequently and was hard baked
for  h at  °C. As a result, the final PDMS mold for biochip channel
structure fabrication was obtained. To remove PDMS chip structures
frommolds properly, the surface of the PDMSmold was plasma-activated
and silanized with trichloro(H,H,H,H-perfluorooctyl) silane (Sigma-
Aldrich, Austria) for  min under vacuum and baked for  h at  °C.
Molds for top layer, including reservoirs, were D printed by iMaterialise
(Denmark). PDMS master mix was poured into D printed molds and
baked for  h at  °C. Before bonding, each channel was coated with
.% wt antifouling Lipidure-CM solution (AMSbio, UK) for  h at
 °C. Holes of . mm diameter were punched through the reservoir
layer with biopsy punchers to generate perfusion connectors between
the reservoirs and the channels. The two PDMS layers (channel structure
layer and top layer with reservoirs) were bonded by O-plasma activation
for  s, .mbar, W (Diener, Germany) and baked at  °C overnight.

Cell Culture Handling and Cultivation Procedures: Caco- (HTB-,
ATCC, USA), and normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDF; CRL-,
ATCC, USA) were cultured with Dulbecco’s minimal essential medium
(DMEM; Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) supplemented with % fetal bovine
serum (FBS; Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) and % antibiotic/antimycotic solu-
tion (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria). HepG cells (HB-, ATCC, USA) were
cultivated with supplemented minimal essential medium (MEM; Sigma-
Aldrich, Austria) with % FBS and % antibiotic/antimycotic solution
(Sigma-Aldrich, Austria), and A cells (CCL-, ATCC, USA) were cul-
tivated in Hams FK Medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) with % FBS
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and % antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria). All cell
types were cultivated in T cell culture flasks at  °C in % CO hu-
midified atmosphere as adherent monolayers. Cells were washed with ×
phosphate-saline buer (PBS; Sigma-Aldrich) at a confluency of –%,
and .% trypsin–EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) was added for  min
to detach cells. After detachment, respective growth medium was added,
and cells were centrifuged at  g for  min. Medium was removed, and
the cell pellet was diluted to required cell densities. For blood-brain bar-
rier experiments, human primary astrocytes (hA; SC--, Provitro AG,
Germany) were cultured in astrocyte medium AM (ScienCell, USA) sup-
plemented with % FBS (ScienCell, USA), % of penicillin/streptomycin
(ScienCell, USA), and % astrocyte growth supplement (ScienCell, USA).
Human primary pericytes (hP; SC-, Provitro AG, Germany) were cul-
tivated in pericyte medium PM (ScienCell, USA) supplemented with %
FBS (ScienCell, USA), %of penicillin/streptomycin (ScienCell, USA), and
% pericyte growth supplement (ScienCell, USA). Human primary astro-
cytes and human primary pericytes were cultured on  g mL− poly--
lysine (ScienCell, USA) coated culture flasks. Human cerebral microvas-
cular endothelial cells (hCMEC/D; SCC, Merck Millipore, Germany)
were cultured on .% gelatin-coated culture flasks (SERVA Electrophore-
sis GmbH, Germany) in EBM- (Lonza, Swiss) containing %FBS (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA), % penicillin/streptomycin (Biochrom GmbH, Germany;)
as well as  × − HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, USA),  g mL− ascorbic
acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and  ng mL− hbFGF (Sigma-Aldrich, USA).
For experimental use, astrocytes weremaintainedbetween passages  and
, pericytes between passages  and , hCMEC/D cells between passage
 and . Cells were cultivated as previously described.[ ]

To visualize the location of each cell type in BBB triple-culture
spheroids, hA were labeled with CellTracker Deep-red Dye ( × − ;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), hP with NucBlue Live Cell Stain ( drop;
Life Technologies, USA) and hCMEC/D were labeled with CellTracker Or-
ange CMDA dye ( × − ; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). After cell
detachment, cells were centrifuged at  g for  min and washed with
DMEM without further supplements (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA). Cells were mixed with each dye in DMEM without further supple-
ments (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and incubated for min at
 °C in the water bath. After centrifugation, cells were resuspended in the
corresponding culture medium and the BBB spheroid formation protocol
was continued.

Chip Loading and Cell Seeding Protocol: Before cell seeding, chips were
filled with % ethanol and placed in an ultrasonic bath to remove air
bubbles. Chips were sterilized by washing × with  L of % ethanol
and three times with  L of × PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) supple-
mented with % of penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) to
clear the channel from ethanol. Chips were maintained and incubated in
quadriPERM chambers (Sarstedt, Austria) filled with mL × PBS supple-
mented with % antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria)
to avoid liquid evaporation. Prior to cell seeding, PBS was removed from
all reservoirs, and preconditioned with  L cell culture medium. After
removal of medium,  L of a cell suspension was added to each chan-
nel. The quadriPERMwith the chips was placed on the rocker platform and
set to a flow rate of  L min− at ° tilting angle and  rpm. On the next
day, channels were flushed with  L growth medium to remove excess
cells. Growth medium in the chips was changed every  d.

CFD Simulation: CFD (computational fluid dynamics) modeling was
carried out using Ansys Fluent .., (www.ansys.com), a general-
purpose finite volume CFD solver. The computational mesh for the D
fluid flow problem consisted of about   hexahedral control vol-
umes. Next, steady-state snapshots representative for the physical move-
ment were identified and the flow geometry was oriented accordingly. Wall
boundaries were treated as ideally smooth and no-slip (zero flow veloc-
ity at the wall), inlet and outlet were set to pressure boundary conditions
(reference pressure p=  atm/ Pa at the lower fluid column). Grav-
ity or equivalent pressure of a virtual water column was used as single
fluid phase (Newtonian fluid, constant dynamic viscosity) and the flow
was idealized as isothermal (reference temperature T =  °C) and in-
compressible (constant density). Second or higher-order discretization
schemes were selected for continuity equation (mass conservation) and

Navier-Stokes equations (momentum conservation). Due to the small ge-
ometrical features and the low fluid velocities, the flow can safely be con-
sidered as laminar (Re ). Simulations were carried out on the cluster<<

server cae.zserv.tuwien.ac.at (operated by the IT department of TU Wien,
www.zid.tuwien.ac.at). Baseon the steady-state snapshot CFDresults, cor-
relations were derived to set up a fast Dmass balancing tool to calculate
and analyze the transient flow behavior inside the spheroid chamber.

Flow Rate Measurements: Measuring the flow rate in the chip at vari-
ous tilting angles was achieved by setting an assembled platform (Rocker
Platform Shaker -, VWR, Austria) on a tilting stage at a defined
angle . Medium reservoirs were filled with stained cell culture medium
to ensure steady flow from the experiment’s beginning. To calculate the
volumetric flow rate, measurements of the angle associated change of liq-
uid column height were made. Images from the neutral setting and the
maximum angle were taken and change in liquid column height h was
measured with ImageJ FIJI (NIH, USA), and P was calculated using the
tilting-dependent hydrostatic pressure dierence in Equation ():

 = P g h ()

and the hydrodynamic resistance Rh as shown in Equation () which is the
sum of the hydraulic resistance of the microfluidic tissue culture channel
(Rr ) and both tubular connecting channels (R t; Equations () and ())

Rh = Rr + R t ()

Rr =
l

wh



−
h
w

tanh
 w
h

−


()

Rt =
l

r
()

The hydrodynamic resistance is given by the dimensions of the cul-
ture channel and the fluid properties, where l is the length, w is the
width, h is the height, and  is the dynamic viscosity. The volumetric flow
rates Q through the device is proportional to P for a given channel hy-
draulic resistance Rh which is described in Equation ():

Q = PRh ()

Evaluation of Spheroid Esterase Activity and Hypoxia: The calcein-AM
(Invitrogen, Austria) solution was prepared in growthmediumfor each cell
type with a concentration of . L stock per mL growth medium. Growth
medium was removed from reservoirs, and  L of the calcein-AM so-
lution was added to each reservoir. After incubation of min under stan-
dard cell culture conditions, the spheroids were imaged. All further calcein
determinations were performed according to the same protocol with cor-
responding growth medium. To monitor hypoxia on-chip,  × − 
of Image-iT Red Hypoxia Reagent (Invitrogen, Austria) was prepared in
respective cell growth medium. As shown in Figure S (Supporting Infor-
mation), culture medium was gently removed from reservoirs, and  L
of the  × −  hypoxia reagent was applied. The chip was incubated
for  h at  °C and % CO in a live-cell incubator (Pecon, Germany)
and imaged using TRITC filter (ex  nm, em  nm) by IX live-cell
microscope (Olympus, Germany).

Doxorubicin Penetration Study: After  d of cultivation, medium was
removed from chip reservoirs and  L of fresh medium supplemented
with  × − ,  × −  and  × −  of doxorubicin (Sigma-
Aldrich, Germany) was added, followed by the incubation at  °C and
% CO in a life cell incubator (Pecon, Germany) where real-time track-
ing of fluorescence intensities was performed. Images were taken after ,
, , and  min using a FITC filter (ex , em ; IX, Olympus,
Germany).

Anticancer Drug Screening: A cells were seeded at a concentration
of  ×  cells per mL and cultivated for  d under standard cell culture
conditions under bi-directional flow. Stock solutions of  × −  cis-
platin (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) in DMSO and  × −  doxorubicin
(Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) in PBS were prepared. Doxorubicin and cisplatin
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were dissolved in cell culture medium to yield concentrations of . ×

−,  × −,  × −,  × −,  × − ,  × −, and  ×

−  for the treatment of A spheroids. Cell culture medium within
the channels of the devices was replaced with drug containing medium
and incubated for  h prior to cell death analyses. One channel on a sep-
arate device was used as an untreated control. Following the incubation,
drug solutions were removed, and gmL− Hoechst  (Invitrogen,
Austria) and  × −  ethidium–Homodimer  (Invitrogen, Austria) ap-
plied. After incubation for  min, spheroids were imaged using DAPI (ex
 nm, em  nm) and TRITC filters (ex  nm, em  nm). Raw fluo-
rescence signals were processed as described in ., and dose–response
curves were generated by Sigmoidal-PL nonlinear regression analysis.

Evaluation of BBB Permeability: Multicellular BBB spheroids were
formed through a two-step cell seeding protocol. First, human primary
astrocytes were seeded on-chip by injecting  L of cell suspension
into the channels and incubated overnight at  °C, % CO in a cell cul-
ture incubator to allow the assembly of astrocyte spheroids. Second, hu-
man primary pericytes and hCMEC/D were mixed at defined ratios, and
 L of the cell suspension were injected into respective microchan-
nels to form multilayered BBB spheroids and incubated for  d. Cells were
seeded at ::, ::, ::, .:.:, ::, and :: rations of astro-
cytes:pericytes:hCMEC/D at total seeding densities of  × ,   × ,
 ×  and  ×  cells mL−. Medium was changed every  d with re-
spective mediumratios for each cell type.For real-time permeability experi-
ments, spheroids of dierent cell type rations were generated at a seeding
density of  ×  cells mL−. Spheroids were incubated with  L of
the paracellular marker fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran ( × − ;
FD;  kDa; Sigma-Aldrich, USA, × −  stock solution of FD ultrafil-
tered with Amicon tubes with a cuto  kDa to separate from residual, free
FITC) in the supplemented EBM- medium for  h at  °C with % CO
in live-cell incubator (Pecon, Germany) and imaged after one and  h. For
mannitol experiments, BBB spheroids were treated with  L of . 
D-Mannitol (Fluka, Austria) and  × − FD in supplemented EBM-
medium for  h and washed two times with  L of  PBS containing×

.  D-Mannitol. To monitor P-gp activity, the BBB-spheroids were pre-
treated with  × −  of the P-gp blocker verapamil (Sigma-Aldrich,
Austria) in serum-free EBM- for min and exposed to amixture of ×
−  verapamil and  × −  rhodamine (Sigma-Aldrich, Aus-
tria),  × −  verapamil and  × −  doxorubicin (Sigma-Aldrich,
Austria) or × − verapamil and  × −  FD for  h. Spheroids
were treated with rhodamine, doxorubicin, or FD with .% DMSO
(PanReac AppliChem, Austria) as control on separate chips.

To calculate the ecient permeability Pe of BBB spheroids, Equation ()
was used as described elsewhere: [ ]

Pe =

−ln


− C

Cequilibrium



As




Vm

+

Vs



t
()

where Cs is theFD intensity in the spheroid at time t A, s is thesurface area
of the spheroid,Vm is the volumeof medium, Vs is the volumeof spheroid,
and t is the incubation time. Cequilibrium is obtained by the Equation ():

Cequilibrium =
CmVm + Cs Vs
Vm + Vs

()

where Cm is the FD intensity in the medium at time t.
Immunohistochemistry: After  d of culture on-chip, BBB spheroids

were washed twice with × PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) and fixed with %
paraformaldehyde in  PBS (containing Mg× + and Ca+; Sigma-Aldrich,
Austria) at  °C overnight. Individual BBB spheroids were harvested by
cutting o the PDMS chip’s top layer with a scalpel and transferred to Ep-
pendorf tubes. The spheroids were embedded in paran and sliced into
 m serial sections, deparanized in xylene, and rehydrated in a graded
alcohol series. Antigen retrieval was performed by keeping rehydrated sec-
tions in a × − sodium citrate buer pH . (Sigma-Aldrich, Aus-
tria) for mi at  °C in a steamer. Blocking was conducted by exposure

to % goat serum with % BSA in × Tris-buered saline pH . (TBS;
Sigma-Aldrich, Austria) for  h at room temperature. Samples were incu-
bated with polyclonal rabbit anti-ZO- (:; --AP, ProteinTech,
Germany) at  °C overnight. After washing with × TBS, secondary Alexa
Fluor  goat antirabbit IgG (:; A, Invitrogen,Austria) was ap-
plied for  h at room temperature. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI
(:; Thermo-Fischer, Austria). Images were acquired byOlympus IX
live-cell microscope using DAPI (Ex: /Em: ) and TRITC filters (ex
 nm, em  nm). Images of fluorescent immunohistochemical stain-
ing were taken using equalfilter andacquisition parameters toassure com-
parable conditions.

Image Acquisition and Data Processing: To investigate spheroid size
andmorphology, bright-field images were taken using an IXmicroscope
(Olympus, Austria) equippedwith temperature, CO, andO control (Pea-
con, Germany) and high-resolution camera (Hamamatsu, Germany). For
imaging of the whole cultivation channel, MIA scans were conducted us-
ing × and ×magnification. All images were processed by ImageJ (NIH,
USA). For morphometric analysis, micrographs were converted to -bit,
threshold was adjusted, and area, perimeter, roundness, and solidity were
measured by the function of Analyze Particles. Roundness was calculated
as described in Equation ():

Roundness =
A s

a 
()

where is the As is the spheroid surface area and a is the major axis of the
diameter. Spheroid solidity was defined using Equation ():

Solidity =
As
Ac

()

where Ac is the convex area.
Center-to-center distances were determined mathematically by calcu-

lating the vector length between the x y– positions of the spheroid center
point and the respective microwell center point. Each center point was ob-
tained by the “Centroid” function of ImageJ. Phase-contrast micrographs
of spheroids were analyzed, and spheroid diameters weremeasured on re-
spective times using Olympus’ CellSense Standard software. To normalize
fluorescent micrographs, Image backgrounds were subtracted, and mean
fluorescence intensities (sum of the fluorescent values of all the pixels
in the selection divided by the number of pixels) of spheroids were mea-
sured. In the case of penetration studies of doxorubicin, rhodamine
and kDa FITC-dextran, fluorescent values of the spheroid’s core (–
 m from the edge) were measured. The Z-stack images of single im-
munofluorescent stained BBB spheroids were obtained using an Olympus
IX live-cell microscopeat ×magnification. Z-stacksof optical sections
were captured across the entire spheroid thickness using excitation and
emission (DAPI / nm, TRITC: / nm) settings for simultane-
ous dual-channel recordings; approximately  Z-stacks per spheroid were
taken. Z-stacks were processed and analyzed using the Wiener deconvo-
lution by Olympus’ CellSense Standard software.

Statistical Analysis: All experiments were carried out at n = –; ex-
act numbers are mentioned per experiment in figure captions. For sta-
tistical analysis, data sets were tested for significance using Prism soft-
ware  (Version ..; GraphPad, USA). Statistical analysis between three
or more conditions was performed using the Mixed-eects model, one-
way ANOVA, Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, Dunnett’s mul-
tiple comparisons test, or analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). P values
< < <. were considered as statistically significant (*p ., **p
., *** , ****p < p < .). The data are presented as the
mean±standard deviation (SD).

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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